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“…the pace of change has never been this fast, yet it 
will never be this slow again.”

About Durham Constabulary – Executive Team

Chief Constable – Jo Farrell
Chief Constable Jo Farrell became a
police officer because she wanted to
make a difference and has gone on to
spend her career doing exactly that.

Deputy Chief Constable -
Ciaron Irvine
Born in Liverpool, Ciaron
Irvine initially moved to the
North-East to study at
Durham University prior to
joining the police service
in 1994. His family has
strong links with policing
over many generations

Assistant Chief Constable - Tonya Antonis

Experienced safeguarding detective Tonya Antonis joined Durham
as Assistant Chief Constable at the end of February 2022. Although
she has held a variety of roles in policing, for much of her 26-career
she has specialised in Safeguarding, managing a number of high-
profile investigations into Child Abuse; Sudden Unexplained Deaths
in Children; Adult Abuse; Honour Based Abuse; Sexual Exploitation
and Trafficking.

Assistant Chief Officer -
Gary Ridley
Assistant Chief Officer
Gary Ridley has overall
responsibility for finance,
information technology,
estates, business support
and personnel



About Durham Constabulary – Our Force

Durham Constabulary has been in existence since December 1839, just over

ten years after Sir Robert Peel formed the Metropolitan Police in London.

As one of the top-performing police forces in the UK, here at Durham

Constabulary we pride ourselves on doing things differently and doing them

well. When people visit Durham, they often comment ‘it feels different here’ –

that is the Durham Difference.

Our philosophy is about being efficient, innovative and cultivating great

partnerships which help with problem solving.

Our staff are positive, optimistic, professional and committed to delivering the

best possible service to the people of County Durham and Darlington.

Durham Constabulary's 1,330 officers are supported by more than 1,089

members of police staff, 25 special constables and 137 police community

support officers.

(Figures as of November 2022)



Welcome from our Digital, Data and Technology Commander

Thank you for your interest in joining Durham

Constabulary. The UK Data Strategy launched in

December 2020 and the National Policing Digital

Strategy, launched in January 2020 highlight the

growing recognition of data. The Policing Strategy

emphasised that the pace of change has never

been this fast, yet it will never be this slow again.

Data and technology are relied upon so heavily to

help us adapt and revolutionise the way in which

we interact, plan and deliver our services and stay

connected enabling the flow of information and

data. It is therefore an exciting time to apply to join

Durham Constabulary, to help us work in

partnership to deliver on our collective ambitions

set out in both Local and National strategies.

With a collaborative approach we wish to embrace

the opportunities of the future, rather than be

distracted by the problems of legacy.

The role for which we are recruiting will be a key part of the strengthening of the

Constabulary’s leadership. The role will lead and influence the governance and

management of data & information across the force as a strategic asset. You will

manage the lifecycle and maturity of data, from acquisition, retention and use, to

deletion in order to achieve force business objectives whilst ensuring security and

privacy are built-in by design. Policing needs relevant leadership to enable it to get

more value and insights from its data. We want dynamic experts to join us in new ways

of working collaboratively and innovatively, to ensure that good practice is shared, and

standards are implemented consistently.

We know the nature of crime is changing. So too the tools, technologies and intelligence

needed to prevent, deter, detect and prosecute successfully need to change. Driving a

data-literate culture will ensure we can enable business objectives and achieve

actionable insights from our data, using it in an ethical way when staff need it, whist

ensuring appropriate data governance.

If you have the knowledge, skills and proven experience, combined with the

determination, energy to influence, lead and deliver measurable transformative

enterprise data change to policing and beyond, then we want to hear from you.

“…the pace of change has never been this fast, yet it 
will never be this slow again.”



About the Role - Overview

This is a unique opportunity to join Durham Constabulary at a critical time in police history.

The successful candidate will have the opportunity to shape and influence the national

landscape as we work towards implementation of the NPCC National Digital, Data and

Technology Strategy. Our aim is to build on our use of technology to harness data, to

maximise the operational value of data, whilst maintaining public trust and confidence

The Chief Data Officer will be an integral member of the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) and

will be responsible for creating and turning the Data Strategy into a prioritised plan of

activity, maximising the use of available internal and external resources and expertise

available within the policing landscape. This will facilitate and enable the delivery of the

sustainable and appropriate capabilities that we need to achieve the outcomes required

by the force. The role will support the Plan on a Page, which acknowledges that Managing

our Data and Information is a key enabling factor to ensure our information supports our

ability to make informed decisions for the benefit of the public.

The offer is subject to

the candidate passing the

security vetting process as

required by our information

management policy.

Security Clearance



About the Role - Overview

• Collect, record and retain quality data, information and intelligence to support the force.

• Ensure the right people (and partners) have access, in the right way at the right time.

• Use data, information and intelligence to gain insights through analysis, to inform decision making,

problem solve and maximise performance.

• Ensure a streamlined and appropriate approach to the lifecycle of data, supporting compliance,

availability, retrieval, use, protection, deletion and retaining the organisational memory.

• Ensure the appropriate disclosure of data, information and intelligence.

The role will report to the DDaT Commander with a direct link to the Deputy Chief Constable as Senior

Information Risk Owner.

DDaT
Commander

Chief Data 
Officer Director of ICT Head of Business 

Change



About the Role - Detail

The Chief Data Officer is responsible for delivering an enterprise data

function and capabilities whilst shaping and managing the existing

information management functions.

The Chief Data Officer will also ensure that the Data Strategy is

properly represented, governed, planned, managed, and executed to

ensure a successful outcome and that all stated strategic/tactical

benefits (in the strategic plan) are realised.

This is an exciting opportunity to lead on a programme of data &

information improvement to deliver data innovation and

transformation, allowing the Constabulary to maximise the

operational benefits of its information and data assets in a lawful and

ethical way.

This role will lead the Information Management Department

(including, Information Security, Information Rights and Disclosure and

Quality) and lead the creation of an evolving enterprise data function.

Key year one responsibilities

Build the team and capabilities to set out and build a data strategy and

roadmap with clear phased outcomes, including ensuring the foundations

and relevant frameworks are in place. Define clear roles and responsibilities.

Build a Data Community to lead on creating a shared responsibility model

driving information and data ownership, with data stewardship to create a

culture of shared data ideas and goals to meet business objectives.

Lead and support change across the force, building a data culture, to

improve data literacy and data governance.

Through effective force, community or partner engagement, ensure data

strategy and data outcomes meet policing needs and that business value is

delivered or enabled to ensure this is measured and recognised regularly.

Provide guidance and standards that will allow the force to provision access

for their staff to data that is timely, relevant, accurate and secure to enable

them to do their role efficiently and effectively.

This role is accountable for delivering a coherent, robust and deliverable approach and 
response to the challenges around Information and Data.



Key Responsibilities – Overview

Strategy development and realisation: Ensure that the Data,

Information and Security Strategies remain aligned to current

and future policing models.

Standards, blueprints, guidelines & controls: Lead on

identifying, developing and deploying appropriate standards,

designs and controls that facilitate the deployment of

standards-based policing data solutions and data

capabilities that can help deliver measurable policing

outcomes.

Leadership: Engage, lead, motivate and inspire colleagues,

promoting a diverse and inclusive environment that

encourages them to seek opportunities for continuous

improvement and personal development.

Information and Data management: Work with internal and

external stakeholders to deliver the required functions across

the organisation.

Work with other enabling teams such as ICT to ensure Data

Architecture Management, Data Development, Database

Operations Management, Data Security Management,

Reference & Master Data Management, Data Warehouse &

Business Intelligence Management, Document & Content

Management, Meta Data Management, Data Quality

Management as defined by DAMA-DMBOK are in place.

Information & Data Governance: Lead risk & compliance, Cyber

Security, Privacy / Data Protection, Records & Information

Management, eDiscovery, Data Analytics and Data Governance

across the force.



Key Responsibilities - Detail

Strategy

• Develop, lead and refresh the data and information strategy to

ensure that the force achieves its short, medium and long-term

objectives.

• Guide on the use and governance of data and information

across the force, implementing relevant security policies and

procedures.

• Assist in creating and updating business cases for strategic or

tactical investment in enterprise, capability or data architecture,

tools and technologies.

• Implement and maintain appropriate policies and procedures to

ensure that strategic activities comply with all legal requirements.

• Ensure all systems enforce security and privacy by design.

• Oversee compliance, risk and assurance to ensure accreditation

of local systems and access to National Systems.

• Spearhead initiatives around data maturity and data lifecycle

management whilst ensuring we do this ethically.

Other responsibilities

• Manage and assess levels of compliance with reference architecture,

standards etc.

• Contribute to the implementation of a Performance Management

Framework which assures measurable progress against plans,

milestones, costs v budget and outcomes.

• Produce appropriate and relevant service performance reports to the

SLT.

• Be the primary point of contact for data and information matters;

• Create and foster a data culture across the force by infusing data

literacy into every department.

• Oversee data and information security awareness.

• Lead on the management of data, information and records including the

decommissioning of legacy systems, and building good data and

information management capabilities into technical solutions.

• Represent the Constabulary at meetings as required ensuring that

Durham Constabulary is at the forefront of technical and business

innovation in the management and use of information.



Key Responsibilities (…continued)

• Be the strategic lead for the provision and management of data

and information across a broad range of areas including,

Freedom of Information, Environmental Information Regulations,

Data Protection, Family Court, Public Protection and Barring,

Disclosure and Barring Service, Cyber Security Risk and

Intelligence , Data, Information and Records Improvement.

• Act as the information management champion across the force,

providing advice, guidance, and support to all staff to enable the

effective management of data, information, and records.

• Provide information management related advice and support to

the Senior Information Risk Owner, to minimise risk and ensure the

Constabulary complies with its legal and regulatory obligations,

with reference to the protection of data.

• Act as the contact point for the Information Commissioners

Office.

• Oversee the processing of non-law enforcement and law

enforcement data to support compliance with the requirements

of Data Protection legislation.

• Lead on a programme of activities including Information Asset Registers,

understanding data and information maturity, and compliance with the

Code of Practice for the Management of Police Information. Identifying

and improving areas across the constabulary to maximise the effective

management, protection and responsible use of data and information.

• Agree data standards for operational data within all force systems and

assist business owners to ensure that national data standards and

targets are in place and met.

• Monitor compliance with UK Data Protection legislation and encourage

continuous improvement through education and awareness, support,

and guidance.

• Responsible for leading the Information Asset Owner framework,

including support, education, awareness, and the coordination of

improvement plans.

• Be a member of the Command Senior Leadership Team and provide

representations at various meetings on behalf of the Command and

Constabulary, as necessary .



Person specification: who we’re looking for
You will ideally have a strong background in Data

strategy development, planning and

realisation, coupled with a proven ability to lead

and develop an Information Management and

Data function. You will be able to work

collaboratively with key stakeholders to change

the perception of “they don’t do data” into an

asset that is available, timely, relevant, accurate

and secure in a self-service manner when they

need it.

The successful candidate must be able to demonstrate these essential criteria:

 A minimum of three years’ proven success working in a large, diverse and complex

organisation at a senior level for data strategy development and delivery

 Risk management and mitigation: the ability to work proactively with digital

innovators/suppliers, identifying how a business data and information solution may be

implemented with an appropriate and manageable level of risk;

 Strategic thinking: able to identify risks and trends, staying ahead of the “demand curve” to

ensure that the right data services are available at the right time, to the right people at the

right location(s), in a manner that the service users value and trust;

 Strong communication, influencing and presentation skills to discuss strategy and tactics in

business terms so that it makes sense and resonates with the executive leaders and/or target

audience;

 Demonstrable competency in strategic planning, business/service planning and delivery of

such strategies and plans;

 Demonstrable competency in the development of policies, standards, guidelines etc. needed

to sustainably support the realisation of strategic outcomes;

 An inclusive style of leadership and the ability to communicate, influence, develop and inspire

staff, suppliers and partners in a manner that enables the successful delivery of required

outcomes; strategic, tactical and operational.

 Change management and business process experience, with a proven track record of change

programmes (ideally in data related disciplines/products);



Person specification: who we’re looking for

Desirable but not essential:

Skills for the Information Age levels

 Strategic Planning (ITSP) – Level 7

 Information Governance (IRMG) – Level 6

 Information Security (SCTY) – Level 5

 Information Systems Co-ordination (ISCO) – Level 6

 Information Assurance (INAS) – Level 6

 Business Risk Management (BURM) – Level 7

 Specialist Advice (Tech) – Level 7

 Data management (DATM) – Level 6

 Change Implementation and Planning Mgt. (CIPM) – Level 7

 Relationship management (RLMT) – Level 7

 Performance Management (PEMT) – Level 7



Salary and Benefits

Salary

Higher Principal Officer 2 £64,089-£70,350

Starting salary will depend on qualifications, knowledge and

experience. No allowances will be payable. If applying on

secondment and you are the equivalent grade you will

remain on your current salary for the duration of your

secondment.

Benefits

We want to enable you to build a successful career through your

involvement with Durham Constabulary. It is crucial that our employees

have the right skills to develop their careers and meet the challenges

ahead, and you’ll benefit from regular performance and development

reviews to ensure this development is ongoing. As a Durham Constabulary

employee, you will be entitled to the following benefits:

26 days annual leave (plus Bank Holidays) on entry, rising to 31 days after

five years. Annual Leave runs 1st January to 31st December;

New employees will be automatically enrolled into the Local Government

Pension Scheme. This is a defined benefit pension scheme (career

average) with death in service benefit. The successful applicant will have

the right to opt out of the Pension Scheme once they have commenced

employment.

Employee Assistance Programme. All employees have access to an

Employee Assistance Programme on joining. This offers a helpline to deal

with legal, financial or mental health problems and offers on-line tools for

improving health and well-being.



How to Apply
We are committed to equal opportunity for all and will not discriminate on any

grounds.

We encourage applications from people from the widest possible span of

experience. We particularly welcome applications from Black, Asian and

Minority Ethnic candidates and people with disabilities.

Appointments will be made on merit on the basis of fair and open competition.

We are committed to providing all staff with opportunities to maximise their

skills and achieve their potential, offering flexible working arrangements

wherever possible.

If you wish to apply for this position, please do so by sending:

A comprehensive CV (maximum 2 sides of A4) setting out your career history,

with responsibilities and achievements, and details of your current salary and

benefits (in confidence).*

A supporting statement (maximum 2 sides of A4) highlighting your suitability

and setting out how you meet the essential criteria. Please note that the

supporting statement is an important part of your application and is as much

the means by which you will be assessed as your CV.*

Completed applications should be 

emailed t:o 

human.resources@durham.police.uk 

to by 9am on Friday 27th January 2023.

*Please note: the documents stated 
are mandatory. Applications that
do not include all the required docume
nts will not be accepted.



Recruitment Process

Candidates invited to interview will undergo a competency-based interviewing process. This will involve a

presentation. This will be followed by a panel interview. The Interview panel will be chaired by the DDaT

Commander Catherine Clarke (other panel members to be advised) and may include an Independent Subject

Matter Expert.

The selection panel interview will be held in person but could also be achieved via Teams for exceptional

circumstances. You will be advised of the format in advance. Should you wish to have an informal discussion

about the role with Catherine Clarke, please contact emma.winstanley@durham.police.uk to arrange. If you

have any queries about any aspect of the selection process, please call Abbie Walton in our Recruitment Team

on 101 etx. 208180 or email human.resources@durham.police.uk .

January
2023

February 
2023

Start
Job Information Pack 

published 
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th
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January 

Application 
deadline

Shortlisting & 
release of 
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dates Interviews

w
/c M
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th
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Pre-employment checks

January February
w

/c M
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*Please note that these
dates are only indicative
at this stage and could
be subject to change.
Please let us know in
your application letter if
you are unable to meet
these timeframes.



Recruitment FAQs
Q. Is this role permanent?

A. This role is offered on a permanent basis, or as a secondment for a

period of 2/3 years.

Q. Is this role suitable for part-time working?

A. This role is a full-time appointment .

Q. Will the role involve travel?

A. Some travel may be required for this role.

Q. Where will the role be based?

A. Durham Constabulary HQ is based at Aykley Heads, Durham, DH1 5TT

however, there is recognition that working from alternative locations

including home will be an option.

Q. Is security clearance required?

A. Yes. The Constabulary will conduct pre-employment checks as standard.

An offer of employment is conditional upon passing the relevant vetting

processes as required in the information management policy. You will need

to undergo Recruitment Vetting and Counter Terrorism Check upon entry

as a minimum with Management Vetting once in post. Failure to secure the

appropriate clearance will result in withdrawal of the offer or termination of

employment.

Q. What nationality do I need to hold in order to apply?

A. To be eligible for employment to this role you must have indefinite leave to

work and live in the UK and be free from any restriction. Any successful

candidate will be asked to provide evidence of this.

Q. Are there any residency requirements in order to apply for this role?

A. Yes. Applicants should have been a UK resident for at least 3 years prior to

the date of application. However in the event that applicants have not been

resident in the UK for at least 3 years and can provide a VERIFIABLE certificate

from the Police of any country where they have taken temporary residence to

indicate that they have not been convicted of any offence whilst in that

country or involved in any investigation by a Law Enforcement Agency which

includes being interviewed, arrested, issued with any penalty notice, charged

or cautioned irrespective of whether that offence is an offence within the

United Kingdom, then this will be considered as part of the recruitment vetting

process. Individuals who are not able to meet this criteria will be subject to

appropriate risk assessment by the Force Counter Corruption and Vetting Unit.

Please make sure you meet these requirements before applying for this role.

Q. What should I do if I think that I have a conflict of interest?

A. Applicants are required to declare any interests that might cause questions

to be raised. If you believe that you may have a conflict of interest this must

be declared in writing as part of your application. Canvassing, either directly

or indirectly, is prohibited.



Data Protection

Durham Constabulary takes its obligations under the

Data Protection Act seriously. Any data about you will

be held in secure conditions with access restricted to

those who need it in connection with dealing with

your application and the selection process. Data may

also be used for the purposes of monitoring the

effectiveness of the recruitment process, but in these

circumstances will be kept anonymous.

The main components of the Code are sets of principles and standards of

professional behavior.

Policing principles

• Accountability

• Fairness

• Honesty

• Integrity

• Leadership

• Objectivity

• Openness

• Respect

• Selflessness

Code of Ethics

Standards of professional behavior

• Honesty and integrity

• Authority, respect and courtesy

• Equality and diversity

• Use of force

• Orders and instructions

• Duties and responsibilities

• Confidentiality

• Fitness for work

• Conduct

• Challenging and reporting improper

conduct



Plan on a Page
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion (durham.police.uk)

https://www.durham.police.uk/About-Us/Our-Commitment/Equality-Diversity-Inclusion.aspx
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